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Donald Trump
The Pacific Sentinel stands in op- and truthful stories. We hope this
position to Donald Trump’s pur- provides a counter-weight to any
ported ideology insofar as he “post-truth” tendencies present in
threatens First Amendment rights, the public sector.
incubates racism and misogyny,
and has no apparent regard for In response to Mr. Trump’s threat
fact-based reasoning or rhetoric. to “open up libel laws” against covWe are concerned that he is a erage he finds objectionable, we
danger to marginalized commu- assert that a story based in fact
nities, and a threat to civil, logical is not libelous. To be libel, a story
discourse, among other things.
most not only damage the character of its subject, but also be
We stand with the marginalized founded in fraud or half-truth. If he
communities at Portland State would prefer more flattering covUniversity and will, to the best of erage, we encourage him to make
our abilities as students and jour- more flattering ethical choices.
nalists, seek to provide sympathetic and supportive coverage of their We encourage our readership to
struggle against oppression. As our look out for each other and seek
charter mission states, “we advo- for truth in all things.
cate on behalf of the marginalized.”
In era that has been deemed
“post-truth” in some quarters, we
are committed to fact-based journalism and seek to provide reliable
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Portlanders
Mobilize Following
Election Results
B y J e s s i c a Po l l ard

In the month since businessman and reality TV star
Donald Trump became president-elect of the United
States, thousands across the United States have protested
the nomination. From San Francisco to New York, cities
are adopting sanctuary policies to protect undocumented
people from the threat of deportation posed by a Trump
administration. Protesters in Portland have taken to the
streets as well – and many are getting organized.
Since the election, over 100 people have been arrested in
Portland on accounts related to protesting, according to Fox
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News. The culmination of protests that took place Thursday,
Nov.10, was declared a riot by the Portland Police Bureau.
Part of the gathering that night was organized by Portland’s
Resistance, an organization started in response to the
election. One of the lead organizers, Micah Rhodes, told the
The Pacific Sentinel he spent several days at a safe house in
response to death threats he received following the five days
of protesting that took place downtown.
On Nov. 16, a new student organization, Anyone’s Resistance,
hosted a walk-out of PSU classes to demand president Wim

Wiewel declare PSU a sanctuary campus— a space that
will not enforce federal immigration laws.
“After the election, a whole lot of people who were not at
all politically engaged wanted to be… we saw that there
was a nation-wide call out for campuses to advocate
themselves as a Sanctuary Campus, and we noticed that
no one from PSU was doing that yet,” said PSU student and
Anyone’s Resistance organizer Scout Zabel.
Hundreds of students joined the walk-out, and marched
to the Market Center Building, where Wiewel’s office is
located. A handful of students, Zaman included, made it
to the office and were able to slip the demands beneath
Wiewel’s office door.
On Nov. 18, PSU president Wim Wiewel sent an email
to students declaring PSU a sanctuary campus. The
statement says that Portland State will not participate
in immigration enforcement or the sharing of private
information about students unless required by law, court
order or based off of imminent risk.
“This was something that the administration could totally
achieve without controversy. We’ve never had that level of
success before, but there’s never been that level of pressure
for all campuses to do that exact thing,” Zabel said.
“I have some reservations with the declaration that Wim
sent out. It certainly did declare PSU as a sanctuary
campus but some of his wording just seemed a little
vague,” said Associated Students of PSU (ASPSU) president
Liela Tenace. Tenace explicitly expressed concern over
Wiewel’s wording in the statement, stating, “although we
don’t know what the future will hold,” as well as the fact
that the statement only regarded existing policies.
The concept of sanctuary campuses derives from sanctuary
cities, which Trump said on Aug. 31, could expect not to
receive taxpayer dollars for their refusal to collaborate with
federal immigration officers in prosecuting undocumented
immigrants.
For universities, some worry this could mean loss of federal
student loans or research grants. “Under the law, if that
money was withheld, there would
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have to be a change in the research protocol which would
have to go through congress. It’s not going to happen with
the stroke of a pen,” said University Communications director
Chris Broderick.
Portland State students have also become mobilized in
broader city protests. The sudden flood of protesters in a city
once dubbed by the George H.W. Bush administration as
“Little Beirut” for its riotous behavior in the late 80s and early
90s, has created what some perceive to be a confusion of
left-leaning ideals.
“I know for myself, and a lot of people that I know, we would
have been protesting in some way even if Hillary had won. It
just wouldn’t have gotten as much attention as if Hillary had
won,” said student and member of the PSU Student Union
(PSUSU), Mason Ashwell.
“If anything, the whole Trump situation has actually lit a
flame underneath everybody organized, to get involved
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and understand what’s going on. Whereas if Hillary was
elected, people wouldn’t be motivated to be doing this work.
People have been working for years to try fix and address
the conditions and make sure that something like a Trump
presidency didn’t happen,”said PSUSU member Charley
Breyer.
The Student Union is perhaps most well-known for its
organizing efforts to disarm recently deputized campus
police officers, and for trying to help secure a $15 minimum
wage for all PSU workers.
Students with PSUSU see a divide being defined in conflicts
occurring at actions-- where some protesters chant “peaceful
protest” and others break windows-- between radical leftists
and liberal Portlanders. “It’s not necessarily true that every
single person who walks up to a protest and has never been
to one before and has been to one in the last couple of days
has the same reaction to seeing property damage”, said

another PSUSU member, Emma Whetsell.
“...[because] they don’t. However, there is a significant
portion of people who are new to protests whose reaction to
property damage is feeling personally threatened.”
Students for Donald Trump, a group made up of PSU
students that was relatively active last year, declined to
comment on their activity for this year. “Yea we plan to ‘fash’
out to the max,” [sic] stated one member to the The Pacific
Sentinel upon request for information. The PSU chapter of
Turning Point USA, a conservative grassroots organization,
also declined to comment on the election.
According to the Campus Office of Safety police report, on
Nov.16, one student called CPSO to report a group of masked
males yelling “Go USA” and “Go Trump!” near Montgomery
and Park street. The reporter said that this was happening
daily since the election.
The student response to Donald Trump’s nomination doesn’t
stop there. On Nov. 21, a march hosted by Portland Public
School students took place at Holladay Park. People of all
ages gathered as one student announced the formation of
Portland’s Student Resistance. “As young people, few of us
were able to vote, yet we are the ones most affected,” one
participant told the crowd.
Later that night, three Portland’s Resistance organizers were
arrested for disobeying police orders and encouraging the
youth to do the same, according to the Portland Police
Bureau . The charges were dropped the next day, and a letter
was published by the Portland chapter of the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) expressing concern that the City
of Portland was target-arresting head organizers of certain
activist groups.
Earlier that evening, Voz Hispana-- an organization focused
on grassroots leadership-- organized a group of over 40
people to hold hands in silence around the front entrance of
the city hall building to urge mayoral elect Ted Wheeler to
declare Portland a sanctuary city.
On Jan.20, when Trump will be inaugurated into office, Direct
Action PDX plans on holding a demonstration in Pioneer
Place. According to Facebook, over 7,500 Portlanders-- PSU
students included-- are already looking to attend.
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By Jeremy King
Announced October 20 2016 with an expected March 2017
release, the Switch––a hybrid home and portable gaming
console––is Nintendo’s seventh major video game console
release.
The console itself is not unlike a tablet in its design. The
physical interface of the unit is sleek and uncluttered, consisting primarily of one large widescreen display. Two included wireless controllers, or “Joy-Cons”, can be attached
to the side of the console in portable mode, while playing
the Switch in ‘docked’ mode offers a more traditional home
console gaming experience.
“The Switch has a flexible idea of controllers”, Scott Stein
of CNET writes, detailing the numerous ways the Switch’s
Joy-Con controllers can be utilized, from “...[functioning as]
side pieces [that] slide onto the edges of the Switch tablet,
adding four buttons and an analog stick on each side, plus
shoulder buttons” to something functionally akin to “...standalone Wii remote-like controllers [that are] held sideways to
play games” after being detached from the Switch’s tablet
interface.
“The Joy-Con controllers also slide into another accessory,
the Joy-Con Grip, turning them into a full controller separate
from the tablet”, Stein writes.
And that may not be all; GameStop CEO Paul Raines
seems to have recently confirmed the inclusion of motion
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controls in an investor’s call wherein he discussed how “...the
console’s features have the potential to expand the gaming
audience in a similar way to the Nintendo Wii”, Joe Skrebels
of IGN reports.
“A movement-related game is more fun for kids, you know,
taking those accessories off”, Raines said,”...[the detachable
Joy-Con pads] - you can really do a lot of interesting things
with that in gameplay.”
While support for motion controls remains unconfirmed,
it’s certainly not out of the realm of possibility, seeing as
how both the Wii and Wii U consoles featured extensive motion control support. Nintendo representatives remain tightlipped on the majority of the console’s specific technical details, though it’s been confirmed that the Nvidia Corporation
has developed a customized, proprietary processor for the
console.
“[the] Nintendo Switch is powered by the performance of
the custom Tegra processor”, said Ashish Karandikar, vice
president of Hardware Engineering at NVIDIA. “...[a] high-efficiency scalable processor [that] includes an NVIDIA GPU
based on the same architecture as the world’s top-performing GeForce gaming graphics cards.”
Karandikar stated that Nvidia focused on both hardware
and software optimization while developing the processor,
including “...custom operating system integration with the
GPU to increase both performance and efficiency.” Some of

the additional features of the Switch’s Tegra processor include a “...revamped physics engine” and “...advanced game
tools and libraries”. Karandikar also noted that NVIDIA “...
created new gaming APIs to fully harness this performance
in the interest of delivering “...lightweight, fast gaming to the
masses.” According to Gamespot, based on the available information, it’s possible that the custom processor will be “...
based on Nvidia’s Pascal architecture, which is used to power the company’s current crop of GeForce 10-series GPUs”,
Jimmy Thang, staff writer, reported.
While much remains unknown regarding the technical
capabilities of the system, since “...the Switch is based off of
a low-power instruction set that’s typically designed for mobile devices”, gamers “...probably shouldn’t expect it to outperform the PS4 or Xbox One”, Thang wrote.
Seeing as how Nintendo has focused primarily on innovation and experimentation with their home consoles since the
Wii’s release a decade ago, the possibility that the Switch
won’t be in a position to technically outperform Sony and
Microsoft’s respective consoles should hardly come as a surprise.

Switch release day title in all territories”, Laura Dale reported
in an article for letsplayvideogames.com.
As far as third party titles are concerned, while Bethesda
Game Studios has not yet officially confirmed that The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim will be releasing on Nintendo’s newest
console, it seems almost certain given the amount of footage of the game shown in the Switch’s reveal trailer. Other third party games include Splatoon Switch, Just Dance
2017, Dragon Quest X, Dragon Quest XI, an untitled Sonic
the Hedgehog game and an untitled Steamworld game.

More information is scheduled to be unveiled at a press event on January 12,
2017.

News of the press event, which will be streamed live across the globe, was delivered by Nintendo president Tatsumi Kimishima on October 26. The event will “...

The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild has been confirmed for the Switch via the official launch trailer. Both the
Wii U and Switch versions of the game were scheduled for
a simultaneous release in March 2017, but according to a
staff writer for iTechPost, “several reports have been suggesting that [the game] is not going to be released together with
the Switch’s projected release date.”
The only other currently known first-party titles for the system are an unspecified Pokemon game, Mario Kart Switch,
and an untitled Mario game which “..is planned as [a]

include [the official] launch date, pricing for the system, and details regarding
the lineup of games currently in development”, Jose Otero of IGN reported.
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Protests
S A T U R D AY
B y

At 5 p.m. in Pioneer Square on Nov.
12, 2016, things appeared to be business-as-usual. People waited for the
MAX, shoppers carrying bags hurried
about, and a flower vendor played the
soundtrack to the musical, “Hamilton,”
while cleaning up around her cart. The
only thing unusual was an apparent
show-of-force by Portland Police Bureau; several squad cars circled the
general area, one of which had officers
in riot gear hanging off of the side.
Half an hour later, a handful of
women gathered on the steps on the
Square’s southwest side. One of them
stood and started to talk about President-elect Trump’s misogynistic history. They were soon joined by other
women, and began marching and
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A l e x

S k o u s e n

chanting around Pioneer Square. The
fourth consecutive night of protests
against Trump’s election had begun.
At about a quarter after six, more
people gathered on the steps at Pioneer Square. The protesters marching around the square joined them,
and people began to speak; subjects
ranged from feelings of insecurity over
the President-elect, discouragement of
violence for the night, and other types
of discontent. After several people had
spoken, protesters decided to march.
Initially
about
300
protesters
marched. The protest began by heading north on SW 5th Avenue, and
turned west on SW Salmon Street. As
the protest continued to head towards
SW 11th Avenue, at least one shop be-

gan taping anti-Trump signs in their
windows.
Police in riot gear blocked protesters
at SW Salmon and SW Park Avenue,
informing them over a loudspeaker,
that Salmon was open to traffic, and
protesters needed to clear the street.
The police then directed the protest to
head back to Pioneer Square, under
threat of dispersion tactics. The protest
stood still for a moment, until police
rushed at them and a majority of protesters scattered to the south and east.
The protest remained in the South Park
Blocks for several minutes. People in
surrounding apartment building and
restaurants looked out from higher stories as police worked to clear Salmon
St. and Park Ave. At one point, police

declared that all protesters still in the street on Park Ave.
were under arrest, and ordered them to remain where they
were. As protesters eventually moved off the street, no attempt to arrest them was made.
Protesters eventually returned to Pioneer Square and began blocking east-bound MAX Lines. They were joined, at
this point, by several counter-protesters who shouted Bible
verses through loudspeakers, filmed on cellphones, and
mocked protesters. “Did you even vote? Do you understand
how democracy works?,” one counter-protester kept saying.
Another counter-protester wore a Trump t-shirt and stood in
the midst of the crowd and appeared to be live-streaming
the event.
Police ordered protesters to clear SW Yamhill and SW
Broadway. They told protesters that they would like to help
them use their First Amendment rights, but also needed
to consider the rights of all citizens, including citizens who
needed to commute through downtown. Protesters who
did not clear the streets were arrested. At least twice, police
arrested protesters who were on the sidewalk. The police

would leave and return several times as the street cleared
and was then retaken by protesters. The protest slowly grew
in size during the night. Police continued to clear the street,
leave, and return when the streets were again blocked. This
continued until about 11 PM at which point police deployed
tear gas and began arresting people.
According to Portland Police Bureau’s website, 71 people
were arrested. 67 were booked into Multnomah County Jail,
and five were given criminal citations. All arrested were given a traffic citation for “Failing to Obey a Police Officer.” Police called a TriMet bus to transport all those arrested.
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Camp Here
Tonight
B y Mo rg an Gree r

Wynde Dyer, a local artist and a Portland State University
alumni returned to campus for the first time in eight years for
an art exhibit in PSU’s Littman Gallery.
“This show was not supposed to be this show”, Dyer said,
sitting in the little plastic chair of the coffee shop, bright
engaging eyes focused as she
talked. “It was supposed to be
about failure of and in education...”
Dyer explained, describing a crowd
sourced quilt project that hasn’t
been created yet, an opportunity for
people to share their experiences with the education system.
Instead, recent political and social problems took greater
hold and made more sense.
“But I was just so sick of city hall…” Dyer continued,
explaining the ambling path from her original idea to the
politically charged exhibit, “Camp Here Tonight”, an exhibit
that ran in the gallery from October 5th-27th. “This project
was kind of like a ‘fuck you’ to city hall. If you’re not going to
solve this problem, we’ll do it our own way.”
The exhibit featured three large iron frames covered with
brightly colored tarp quilts pulled taunt into tents. Lights
shown from inside, illuminating otherwise empty space.
on the wall at the entry hung two framed letters, one from
the neighborhood the other in response, written by Dyer. In
the first letter, a ‘concerned neighbor’ writes to warn others
in the neighborhood of new neighbors, a woman and her
dog sleeping in a burgundy volvo. The letter continues to
subtly advocate harassment and lists the phone numbers
for the police. Dyer’s letter is a response, explaining her
circumstance. This was in 2012 and 2013 when Dyer found
herself houseless. After her partner’s father died, her dog
required surgery to stay alive and the loss of her health
insurance. After that, her landlord raised her rent; and
that was it. For several months Dyer showered at a friends
house down the street and spent her nights in the gallery,
putting together an exhibit and sleeping in the car during
the day with her dog, Daisy. Because she had just enough
help, she laughingly referred to this experience as more like
“glamping” and that “none of the other homeless people
believed I was homeless.”
In the corner of the gallery space was a set-up sewing

machine and some of the materials the artist used on
display, a functional work station for the viewer to analyze.
A video entitled “Sharing the Scraps” played intermittently
in the gallery space, which Dyer says was dependant
on occasionally dysfunctional technology. The back
wall was lined with screenshots of Airbnb listings for tent
accommodations on Portland properties. They advertise
tents with well decorated air mattresses in backyards across
portland for around $60-$80 a night.
Until August of this year, camping on the street in Portland
was somewhat legal; Mayor Charlie Hales has drawn
criticism by allowing the houseless to temporarily sleep
on the Portland streets
relatively undisturbed. But
after attempts to sue the
city and complaints from
businesses and residents,
Hales reversed his earlier
decision, allowing the police to clear houseless camps at
their discretion. While the Airbnb listings for backyard tents
and camper trailers are so far undisturbed by the city, as of
April 2016, Portland had cleared 48 campsites throughout
the city.

“This show was not
supposed to be this
show”
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Review
Aside from Hales’ decision to temporarily overlook the law,
it is illegal for the houseless to set up camp on the street. But
the laws for allowing people to camp on private property
are not so clear cut. The law itself states that this is legal so
long as the resident allows it; but the zoning codes present
a strange contradiction. Every city has zoning codes which
allow for certain uses of land and certain construction in
certain areas. Tents or tiny house-accommodations on
wheels— sometimes constructed by the houseless— are
considered ‘recreational vehicles’ under Portland zoning
laws. Recreational vehicles are against zoning codes in
residential neighborhoods. This means that the city can, will,
and has cleared camps from consenting residences looking
to share their properties with the houseless.
“This show is sort of like planting a seed,” Dyer said. “What if
there was an Airbnb that partnered houseless people with
housed people who had yards they could sleep in? What
would that look like?” Through the imagery of the empty,
illuminated, and colorful tents, the screenshots along the
back wall and the title, the exhibit “Camp Here Tonight” asks
the question Dyer is eager for viewers to answer: “If the city
can’t crack down on illegal Airbnb rentals, can they crack
down on backyard tents?” To make this a reality, there was
a cluster of yellow tarp signs that say “camp here tonight”
against the back wall of the exhibit. Each sign sells for $20$40 depending on size. Dyer hopes those who purchase
the signs will put them in their front yard to signal to the
houseless this is a place with an open mind to the housing
crisis, and maybe even a toilet and a shower or a backyard
tent.
The exhibit provoked a mixed response from viewers.
Student volunteer at the Littman gallery Andrew Jankowski
remembers“The people that came here...learned a lot they
were really open minded. On the internet people...were
just freaking out about it. I think a lot [of the excitement]
stemmed from a misunderstanding or...a personal bias
against houseless people. A lot of the reactions were that
we were enabling people [who] were problematic.” Dyer
advocates viewers having a personal experience with her art,
but she was also willing to respond to criticism of the show’s
message. Jankowski was surprised at her energy to respond,
“Wynde actually got on the internet and responded to
almost all of them. I couldn’t believe it.” Jankowski described
this as typical of his experience working with Dyer. “It was
a really interesting experience. She’s really passionate about
her work and this particular exhibition.”
Dyer wasn’t the only artist at work on this project, Dyer was
implicit, saying without them she would have “crashed and
burned” as this show took its turbulent journey from idea
to inception in the gallery. At the last minute, a grant was
denied, and they ran out of both time and space in Dyer’s
apartment. While Dyer doesn’t normally consider herself a
collaborative artist due to her self-described “intense” work
ethic, on this particular project, she was grateful for help

While “Camp Here Tonight” is closed, the Littman Gallery has opened a new
show, entitled ‘Suspended Moment’. This exhibit is a life size replica of Fat
Man, the bomb dropped on Nagasaki in 1945. The Gallery has a website
and a newsletter to announce its upcoming shows.

from like-minded individuals. Her primary collaborator was
Evan Wellington, also affiliated with PSU. Wellington was
responsible for the design and welding of the steel frames.
Dyer also credited him with bringing a perfectionist attitude
to the show.
The exhibit’s intended political message doesn’t end with its
closing, as Dyer intends to continue what she calls activism
through art. With the election of Chloe Eudaly as City Commissioner, Dyer and Eudaly intend to make a book of crowdsourced wishes for the future of Portland. Viewers looking for
more of Dyer’s work, or to get involved in her advocacy program can find more on Instagram (username: wyndedyer)
or on her website, www.wyndedyer.com. Dyer will be doing
micro residencies with Hazelnut Grove this next year, bringing
the houseless from their camps to do art. This art will be sold to
give the houseless a source of income and a break from camp
life. Their work is expected to be available in the fall of 2017.
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What Does
the Future
Hold for
Seeds
THE PACIFIC SENTINEL 11

A Movie Review
by Jessica Pollard

the camera. As the documentary illustrates, people around
the US are working to preserve genetic diversity by saving
seeds. “Genetic diversity is the hedge between us and global
famine,” Bonsall adds later on a more serious note.
Siegel and Bets also take viewers to Kauai, Hawaii where
community members are facing the bane of seed and
chemical companies such as Dow and Syngenta who have
chemical test fields stationed next to schools and neighborhoods where sugarcane fields used to be. According to an
article published by the Guardian, the spraying of insecticides happens 17 times more than in the mainland US, and
may contribute to a current rise in birth defects on the island.
The film also begins to explain how the same company that
patented Agent Orange, Monsanto, and fellow corporations
such as Bayer and DuPont have grown to own 60 percent of
seeds in the world.

“Seed: The Untold Story,” directed and produced by Taggart
Siegel & Jon Betz, planted itself at the Hollywood Theater
this October to spark discussion over an apparently dwindling and very important resource: seeds.

Genetically modified seeds come from such biotechnology
companies and have had their DNA altered to change the
size, color, and chemical resistance—among other attributes—
of the plants they grow. A prominent example is Round Up
Ready crop seeds sold by Monsanto, which are resistant to
the Round Up pesticide, also sold by Monsanto.

According to the film, 94 percent of seed varieties humans
The seeds spread easily, and because they are patented,
across the globe once cultivated have disappeared over the
when they incidentally spread to independent farms, those
course of the 20th century. Siegel and Betz express the gravfarmers can face multi-million lawsuits, as the film shows us.
ity of this loss painstakingly through stop-motion animation,
An article published by NPR in 2012, however, argues that
visual art, and perhaps most importantly, their documenMonsanto—for instance—has never sued a farm over trace
tation of the lives of seed banks—establishments that save
amounts of GMO seeds caused by cross pollination.
seeds to preserve genetic diversity—and the people devoted
to contributing to them. “Seed” also delves into the world of
“Sometimes, especially with GMO seeds, you might not even
biotechnology companies, exploring the role that they may
be able to grow the seed to plant and then complete the
play in the present and future lives of farmers and the peolife cycle, to get seeds from the plants you grow, which is
ple they depend on.
kind of the point of a seed,” said Heather Spalding, coordinator at the Student Sustainability Center as Portland State,
The film takes us to many of these places including the Sval“why would a company make it so that a seed couldn’t be
bard Global Seed Vault, buried in the snow of rural Norway,
replanted? There’s a lot of profit there, and also it decreases
which houses ‘spare copies’ of seeds worldwide and aims
the ability of the person who buys the food or buys the seed
to create second chances for seed varieties lost in other seed
to save their own seeds.”
banks.
The significance of seeds that the directors clearly aimed to
demonstrate was exemplified with each new face brought
to the film. One interviewee explains that during the initial
years of the Iraq war, the country’s own seed bank was destroyed, seemingly on purpose, following bombings in Abu
Ghraib.
“Seed saving is all about sex. And humans are obsessed with
sex, even if it’s rutabaga sex. This is right up there with making love to your spouse,” a longhaired Will Bonsall, founder
of the seed-saving project collect Scatterseed in Maine tells

Seed saving has reached PSU as well. Last winter, Spalding
got the idea to open a seed library where students and faculty can take seeds home for free and also contribute to the
library with seeds of their own.
The PSU seed library opened last Earth Day. As of now, the
library has over 350 different varieties of seeds available to
students, tucked away into an old card catalog from PSU
surplus.
At the start, the library received donations from seed com-
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panies like High Mowing Organics, Botanical Interests, Seed
Savers Exchange, and others. Over 140 students have since
visited the library, located in room M104 of the Smith Memorial Student Union.
The library’s main focus is providing access to materials for
growing food. “That’s the main thing, is to make it a little bit
easier for somebody to get started growing seeds. If you decide to start a garden and you decide to start from scratch
it can be expensive to start with seeds, especially if they’re
high quality and you don’t have anyone who you know
that has them,” Spalding said.
Many seed libraries and banks are primarily focused on
providing and circulating organic, non-GMO, open-pollinated seeds. Currently, the PSU Seed Library doesn’t filter what
sort of seed donations it receives, but hopes to in the future. “I
would really like to get to the point where we decide what
we want in the library and what we don’t, maybe students
can be involved in that and how to make sure that the seed
quality is really high. But the first thing was to get the seeds,”
Spalding said.
While “Seed” has already made it’s way through Portland,
it will continue screening across the US through February.
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MOONLIGHT
A Movie Review By Alex Skousen

Identity is perhaps the most crucial, and yet maddeningly
elusive—even contradictory—parts of life. “Moonlight” is all
about the challenges, changes, and influences that shape
our sense of identity. It follows the life of a gay black man
from the slums of Miami. The film is split into three sections
named: Little, Chiron, and Black. Each is a name our main
character is known by.
In section one, we meet Little for the first time from the
perspective of Juan (brilliantly portrayed by Mahershala Ali
of House of Cards), a drug-dealer from Cuba. Little is being
chased by a group of boys, and takes shelter in an abandoned apartment building, where Juan follows him, and
offers to buy him food.
Juan takes Little under his wing, offering shelter and guidance that Little’s drug-addicted mother neglects. In one
heart-wrenching scene Little, who rarely speaks, asks Juan,
“what’s a faggot?” Juan freezes, and, after a moment, answers him: “faggot is a word used to make gay people feel
bad about themselves.” Little proceeds to ask Juan about his
life as a drug-dealer, and Little’s mother’s life as a drug addict. The rawness and bluntness that Ali portrays as Juan
is one of the driving forces behind the film. He manages to
conjure a character who is at once tender and filled with
hope, yet at the same time starkly aware of the reality of his
situation and the situation of his loved ones.
Part of the brilliance of “Moonlight” lies in what isn’t said

rather than what is. Little/Chiron/Black rarely speaks, and is
more often spoken to. He instead reacts to his surroundings;
when he gets a call from Kevin, his high school love interest,
he decides to drive back to Miami from Atlanta. When a
fellow student in his high-school class bullies him at lunch
one day, he returns and smashes a chair over that student’s
head the next. Little/Chiron/Black is portrayed by three different actors— none of whom look especially similar— a
choice director Barry Jenkins said was intentional in an interview with Vice.
“I think, thematically, part of the point of the film was how
the world can radically change these young men,” Jenkins
told Vice, “so I wanted the character to become a different
person... we were gonna cast different people to play this
guy.” Jenkins said his casting decision was based purely on
feeling.
Music also plays a strong role in “Moonlight.” Jenkins meticulously picked music -- ranging from 80’s underground
soul, to classical, to modern hip-hop-- that matched the drama of the scene. He even went so far as to outline which
specific lyrics would play during key parts of a scene— a
writing technique he claims is taboo. Combined with gorgeous, spiralling cinematography that includes daring long
takes, “Moonlight’s” aesthetic matches it’s emotional subject
matter and world-class acting in every way.
“Moonlight” was released on Nov. 18, 2016. It was directed and written by Barry
Jenkins and stars: Mahershala Ali, Janelle Monáe, Naomie Harris, and Trevante
Rhodes. “Moonlight” is rated R.

“Who is you, Chiron?”
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Standoff at
Standing Rock
B y Jas o n S u s i m

The Standing Rock Sioux Tribe has made national headlines in their ongoing defense of native lands at the Standing Rock Indian Reservation in South Dakota. They’re fighting to protect their reservation from the nearby construction
of the Bakken, or Dakota Access Pipeline (DAPL) , currently
being developed by Energy Transfer Partners (ETP), which
was rerouted to within half a mile of the Sioux reservation.
According to the developers, the 3.8 billion dollar and 1,172
mile long pipeline would transport approximately 500,000
barrels of crude oil per day from North Dakota to Illinois.
The tribe fears the pipeline will contaminate the Missouri river which provides water for thousands of the reservation’s inhabitants as well as those living downstream.They
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have since filed a lawsuit against the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. According to the tribe, the agency violated the National Historic Preservation Act when it issued final permits
for the pipeline. The lawsuit is also joined by the Chenyenne
River Sioux Tribe. The pipeline poses a threat to sacred sites
within the reservation. By September, the standoff at Standing Rock had united over a hundred indigenous tribes in defense of the reservation, according to OPB. Pipeline developers and land defenders have clashed in a standoff that has
become violent.
On Oct. 27, 2016 a militarized police raid took place. 141 arrests were made and police employed the use of tear gas,
pepper spray, tazers, flahbang grenades, and rubber bullets.

Protesters told the Los Angeles Times that arrested protesters
were placed in what appeared to be dog kennels. The militarized police raid drew the attention of Amnesty International USA. AIUSA has sent a group of human rights observers to monitor the conduct of law enforcement in handling
these protests.
Thousands have flocked to North Dakota in support of the
Sioux Tribe as well as various media outlets. Among the
media presence there was Democracy Now’s Amy Goodman. Goodman was hit with a planned riot charge for her
role in reporting an incident on Sept. 3 that involved a private security force using attack dogs on protesters. Judge
John Grinsteiner rejected the case due to lack of evidence.
Goodman appeared in a Facebook Live broadcast stating “I
wasn’t trespassing,” she said. “I wasn’t rioting. The Democracy Now team and I were there to report, to document what
was happening on the ground. These charges are simply a
threat to all journalists around the country: Do not come to
North Dakota.” said Goodman.
Morton County Sheriff’s Department also filed misdemeanor charges against Green Party candidate presidential candidate Jill Stein and her vice presidential nominee Ajamu
Baraka. The two were charged with criminal trespass and
criminal mischief for their role in vandalizing a bulldozer. No
arrests were made. Stein issued a statement urging police to
direct their efforts more effectively. “I hope the North Dakota
authorities press charges against the real vandalism taking
place at the Standing Rock Sioux reservation: the bulldozing
of sacred burial sites and the unleashing of vicious attack
dogs,” said Stein.
Portland, OR activist Antonio Zamora crossed paths with
Stein at Standing Rock. Zamora, a Portland Community
College student and organizer at the local solidarity network, Ragtags Against Doom, spoke about his experience at
Standing Rock. w“It’s an amazing experience to be among
people who have been fighting 525 years of resistance because you’re witnessing organic resilience,” said Zamora.
“Every time I go to a protest, or a solidarity action, or water
action, I’m among people who are resilient and I feel so incredibly grateful to be among them,” Zamora said. What he
admired most about the indigenous people is their resilient
nature dating back to the Indian Removal Act of 1830.
A national day of action was called for on Nov. 15 named
#NoDAPL,in honor of women who have been the victim of
violence and kidnapping in North Dakota’s oil fields.
Scores of Portlanders joined in solidarity with Standing Rock
outside the Army Corps of Engineers Headquarters. The day
of action was meant to demand that the federal government and the Army Corps order a full environmental review
of the Dakota Access Pipeline, deny all remaining DAPL permits, and sign and release a statement of solidarity with the
Sioux Nation and the Water Protectors at Standing Rock.
Portland State students rallied on the park blocks before
joining the large crowd on the waterfront. The event was

organized by various organizations including Idle No More
Washington, 350 PDX, Greenpeace PNW, All African People’s Revolutionary Party - Oregon, Showing Up for Racial
Justice (SURJ), In Other Words Feminist Community Center,
and more.
Among the speakers who addressed the crowd was 18 year
old Aspen, a member of Mass Action Rose City. “One of the
things about Portland is that a lot of the natives are not local,
many of the natives that I meet are from everywhere in the
world,” Aspen said, “I think it really demonstrates the fact
that our struggles and our history have brought us together.”
Over 300 cities across the country and abroad participated
in the #NoDAPL day of action.
On the same day that over 150 water protector were arrested, here in Portland, Ammon and Ryan Bundy, along with
five of their followers, were acquitted by a federal jury. They
were charged with conspiracy and weapons charges for
their 41-day occupation of the Malheur National Wildlife
Refuge. The occupation not only cost the federal government $4 million but also angered the Paiute Tribe which has
treaty rights to the land the militia occupied.
According to the tribe, the armed militia mishandled sacred artifacts and bulldozed sacred sites. The armed militia
members were entirely composed of white men. Their illegal occupation was not met with the same militarized police force or violence that the water protectors experienced.
Cody Hall a member of the Cheyenne River Sioux tribe and
spokesman for the water protectors told OPB, “How is it that
people who were seen on national media with guns having
a standoff with police officials were acquitted … and we’re
being treated like we’re terrorists?” said Hall.
Energy Transfer Partners has sinced filed documents in a
federal court to “end the administration’s political interference in the Dakota Access Pipeline review process.” The
company claims they already have the right to build the
pipeline without permits from the Army Corps of Engineers.
Developers of the pipeline stated that the company will not
consider rerouting the pipeline.
With president-elect Donald Trump taking office in January,
construction of the pipeline is likely to continue. Trumps 2016
federal disclosure forms revealed that he owned between
$15,000 and $50,000 in stock in ETP. He has since sold off
his shares but has been the recipient of a generous donation from chief executive Kelcy Warren. Warren donated
$100,000 to the Trump Victory Fund in June. Trump also has
investments in other fossil fuel companies including Chevron,
Shell, and Exxon. Warren also told NBC news “I’m 100 percent sure that the pipeline will be approved by a Trump administration” said Warren. Trump has stated that his “America First” energy plan would involve removing “all barriers to
responsible energy production”.
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Tom DeLonge
Wikileaks
Extraterrestrial

life

By Jason Susim

Throughout the entirety of this presidential campaign Hillary
Clinton’s email scandal has been a reoccurring topic. Clinton
was found using a private email account during her time as
secretary of state. Concerns were raised about whether she
revealed classified information in these emails. The most recent WikiLeaks release contained over 5,000 of Clinton campaign chairman John Podesta’s emails. Among these was a
correspondence with former Blink-182 frontman
Tom DeLonge.
The topic of these messages were of an extraterrestrial nature as
DeLonge reached out to
Podesta in October of
last year. The email contained “important things”
as the subject line and
requested a meeting with
Podesta “relating to our
sensitive topic” and two “important” figures. Podesta formerly served in the Obama administration as his Senior Advisor.
He and DeLonge apparently share the same affinity for extraterrestrial life.
DeLonge’s obsession with all things extraterrestrial was noticeably present throughout his career as guitarist and co-vo-
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calist for Blink-182. With songs like Aliens Exist, DeLonge
made his fascination a well known piece of Blink trivia.
The band experienced success for over 20 years while taking
several breaks and playing in various side projects. DeLonge
and his former bandmates Mark Hoppus and Travis Barker had disagreements on the direction the band was going.
DeLonge decided to part ways with the band in January of
2015 stating he was taking a break from
the band “indefinitely”.
Back in July, Blink released their first album, California with new guitarist and
vocalist Matt Skiba, former frontman of
Alkaline Trio. The band passed through
this September playing at the Sunlight
Supply Amphitheater in Ridgefield WA.
Notably absent was any mention of DeLonge, despite the whisperings of fans in
attendance.
DeLonge has not acknowledged Skiba’s
role as his replacement, indicating he
may not be at peace with the decision. DeLonge currently
works out of an office space he calls “To the Stars”, a space
he describes as a “transmedia” experience featuring his music and UFO literature. His most recent project is a book series
titled “Sekret Machines,” which involves the US Department
of Defense’s duplication of alien technology.

In Feb. 2015 on his way out of office,
Podesta tweeted “Finally, my biggest
failure of 2014: Once again not securing the #disclosure of the UFO files.
#thetruthisstilloutthere cc: @NYTimesDowd”. For DeLonge and Podesta, the
search for extraterrestrial life will continue with or without assistance from
the federal government. The truth is out
there, and perhaps Wikileaks will be
the source to disclose it.

In an interview with Rolling Stone DeLonge stated “I have
10 people that I’m working with that are at the highest levels of the Department of Defense and NASA and the military.” If DeLonge’s claims are accurate, Sekret Machines
could be the most informed collection of alien literature ever
published. It is unclear whether DeLonge and Podesta have
met to discuss these “important things”.
The WikiLeaks dump also revealed that Podesta had been
contacted by a representative for former Apollo 14 astronaut Dr. Edgar Mitchell. The email was allegedly requesting
a meeting with Podesta to discuss zero point energy, (the
supposed force that exist in a vacuum of empty space), from
aliens in hopes of protecting the environment from global
warming. Mitchell’s representative implied that their firm,
Quantrek--which supposedly studies alien technology-- is
working with extraterrestrials, “We work with specific ETI
(Extra Terrestrial Intelligence) from a contiguous universe.”
The email also stated “They are nonviolent and in complete
obedience to God. Our ETI’s connection to zero point energy
is obvious in that their purpose is to guide Edgar’s international Quantrek science team to apply their zero point energy research for humanity, to move away from the use of
fossil fuels which are so deleterious to our fragile planet.” It
remains unknown whether Mitchell and Podesta ever actually met before Mitchells death in February.
Believed to be a secret location housing evidence of extraterrestrial life, Area 51 has been the subject of many conspiracy
theories and science fiction narratives.During his time in office, Podesta consistently pushed for the government to disclose documents pertaining to Area 51, citing the Freedom
of Information Act and the public’s right to know. Podesta

may have been successful in his efforts. Under president
Obama, recently declassified documents from the National Security Archives acknowledge the existence of Area 51
for the first time. The documents, however, do not mention
aliens, but instead indicate that the site in Nevada was used
to house government U-2 spy planes.
The documents stated that aerial photographs of Area 51
would represent “a pretty fair idea of what deductions and
conclusions could be made by the Soviets should Sputnik
13 have a reconnaissance capability,” explained one memo,
marked “secret”.
During campaign season, Clinton told Bloomberg political reporter Jennifer Epstein that Podesta “has made me personally pledge that we are going to get the information out”
concerning aliens. Podesta confirmed Clinton’s commitment
to address the issue in an interview with CNN claiming that
Clinton vowed to declassify relevant documents if elected.
Podesta told CNN’s Jake Tapper that he would hold Secretary Clinton to her promise. With Clinton losing the presidential election, Podesta’s hopes of declassification may be
dashed under a Trump administration.
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By Jeremy King

ment of digital tools catered towards
these professionals, it is now commonplace to rely upon software as the primary means of content creation. To get
a better sense of how these tools have
shaped the way artists approach their
work, I turned to Kerry Smith, a Portland-based composer, and Zoey Cox,
a freelance illustrator, for commentary.
“...it’s almost 2017. Everything’s going the route of software,” Smith said.
“It would be hard for me to work today
without it”.
From illustration and animation to
music composition and more, artists in
various fields have grown accustomed
to utilizing these tools regularly.

“The software I use most of the time
is an illustration program known as
With the advent and subsequent
Paint Tool Sai”, Cox said. “...[It makes
domination of digital creative tools,
me feel] as though I’m drawing on
media professionals are faced with
paper and not directly into a program
a set of problems–and expectations–
[and] it has a lot of features that make
unique to the modern age. Whereas
transitioning from a traditional workprofessionals working in the creative
flow to a digital one [easier]”.
domain may have once been considered highly-specialized in their
With so much software having saturespective fields, the modern artist
rated the creative market, many pro-- in any form of media -- is a brand
fessionals tend to find what works for
unto him or herself. To achieve sucthem on a practical level and stick
cess within the creative industry, it is
with it.
often necessary for these individuals
to adopt multi-modal approaches to
“...my familiarity [with Paint Tool Sai]
the work they are tasked with doing.
keeps me using it”, Cox said, noting
that she’d worked with the program
Take, for instance, the digitization
for nearly 10 years.
that’s occurred within these industries; given the advent and advance-
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“...it’s almost 2017. Everything’s going the
route of software,” Smith said. “It would be
hard for me to work today without it”.

“[I’m] currently using Pro Tools”, Smith
Glitches in software and limitations of
said. “...[it’s] the platform my previous
hardware aside, for those who work
employer used, and I have a large
within these fields, the speed and efbacklog of projects created with it.” ficiency afforded through the tools
Preferences aside, the increasingly
available present undeniable benefits.
wide range of what can be accomplished within any given piece of soft- “I still love hiring musicians, but the
ware has, for all intents and purposes, ability to mock things up, make revieschewed previously held notions of
sions, score to video and deliver to clispecialization; for many professionals, ents in more timely and cost-effective
interdisciplinary overlap is a necessity. ways [using software] is a huge boon
in comparison to doing it all by hand”,
“...it’s not like I’m doing the entire scope
Smith said.
of someone else’s job”, Smith said, “...
but if I’m converting video formats, But the same benefits have created a
cleaning up (voiceover) tracks, doing
brand new set of rules to play by for
reference or broadcast mixes, assem- both content providers and clientele.
bling reels, updating a website, or doing marketing and promotion, it’s all “...client expectations for quality, speed
part of the job now.”
and affordability have changed as
they get ‘better-quality’ and faster
While this sense of overlap has be- work from people”, Smith said.
come commonplace, the ‘death of the
specialist’ has also led in part to an
With the evolution of both hardware
influx in creative collaboration across
and software capabilities over the
the board.
years, the position of creative professionals serving as specialists within
“For the most part, I just serve as an
their given field has become increasillustrator, animator, or do motion
ingly rare.
graphics for any project I’m involved
in”, Cox said. “...[but] individuals from “...as composers and other modern digother professions [such as] market- ital creatives have taken on more duing or graphic design will collaborate
ties that used to be spread out among
with me on something”, Cox said. “For
different people thanks to the ability of
example, someone designs a logo, software, it’s created a lot more pres[and] it’ll be my job to animate it.”
sure on said creatives”, Smith said, “...
which creates additional stress and
But despite the benefits modern tech- opportunities for failure”.
nology may offer media professionals,
these tools are not without their re- While the proliferation of digital tools,
spective drawbacks.
resources, and more have facilitated
a more accessible window into cre“One of the biggest disadvantages that
ative and media-driven professions, to
comes to mind with working [in] soft- achieve success within these fields, it is
ware is mobility. Nothing can compare
often necessary—for better or worse—to
to the flexibility of carrying around
adopt a workhorse mentality.
a sketchpad”, Cox said. “...no sketchpad needs an outlet, [and] sketch- “...prolonged “crunch time” periods are
pads don’t have any software bugs or
rarely healthy for anyone, especially
glitches. Because of these problems, I
when that becomes the norm”, Smith
do think it’s good to use both software
said. “Pushing for sanity is important.”
and traditional means”.
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Magic & Creativity
with Anthony Alvarado
B y Peter G erl e k
Gerlek: So what is your definition of magic?
Alvarado: A magician is somebody who tries to affect change
in reality by changing themselves, in other words change
the outer world by changing the inner world. If you want
to change anything, it starts from your own perspective. So
whether you’re going to choose a perspective of optimism or
pessimism, that’s going to limit your opportunities or show
you more opportunities.
G: From a wizard’s perspective, what would be your
advice to those trying to come to terms with the change in
the country after the election?
A: I think Gandhi said it best, “be the change you want to see
in the world.” Magic is about shaping your own reality, your
own inner reality, and then using that to create. Whether
you’re creating art as a musician, a painter, a writer, a
filmmaker, a baker, you can use whatever it is that you do, to
further the reality you want to see in the world. And I think
that that is a form of magic.

Anthony Alvarado is a Portland-based writer who teaches
at Portland Community College, and he is also the author of
a book called “DIY Magic.” When I first stumbled across it,
I noticed this grimoire of spells was really more like a handbook of techniques for harnessing one’s untapped creativity.
I was intrigued by this playful approach to the occult, so I
caught up with Alvarado at a coffeeshop near his home in
NE Portland to pick his brain about magic, art, politics, and
being a writer here in the city.
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G: So there’s this connection between art and magic.
Aristotle said art is “any made thing.” So whatever it is
you do, it seems like a way of countering the movement
of hateful rhetoric could be with a more powerful, more
positive artistic movement.
A: There’s a culture war between the red states and the blue
states, and for us to move past that, we have to fight with
love, with freedom and equality, but that’s very hard to do,
especially when you’re pissed off. You have to find ways to
channel that energy in a positive way. I think it’s important
to remember, this is the side of that battle that has always
had the poets, the freethinkers, the writers, the artists, and I
think that there is an element of despair right now where
people are like, “Oh, what can art do?” But it’s not time to
despair, it’s time to fight, and if the way that you have a voice
is with art, I think that’s what you have to harness. Art has
shaped us—and by art I include narrative—art has shaped
what we value as a people. Art has shaped what we want
from our heroes. Magic and art, I think they’re synonymous.
When art was invented; singing, dancing, storytelling, that
was shamans in tribal periods long ago. Magic and art
were the same thing.

G: Yeah, one and the same idea.
A: Yeah, and I think because we live in such a rational age,
we don’t like to talk about magic. But if you’re an artist, any
artist who has actually created something that is inspired,
will tell you that they’re tapping into some deep reservoir.
Whether you want to call that the collective unconscious,
the holy spirit, the muse, whatever you call it, there’s some
magic going on there, and that is how we can steer the
zeitgeist.
G: So there is an increasing amount of people defining
themselves as “spiritual but not religious,” and seeking
alternative spiritualities that might include magic. What
are your thoughts on this?
A: I read this great quote from Leonard Cohen that I’ll try
to paraphrase. He said that we’re all spiritual beings, and
even if you don’t cop to it, you can sense that there’s energies
at play in life. But I think a lot of the renewed interest in
magic comes from the fact that we are always going
to be searching for a connection to transcendence. And
historically, that was Christianity in America for the past
couple centuries. And that’s largely fallen out of fashion. So
people are looking for any way that they can to reconnect
with their inner selves, with their spirit world.

ultimately it is about being connected. But for anyone that
wants to be a writer, you have to train yourself to be alone
with no distractions and focus on the page in front of you,
and you have to be able to do that for long stretches of time
for it to get good.
G: So do you have any other projects you’re working on?
A: Yeah, I taught a class based on “DIY Magic” at Portland
Underground Graduate School, and I’m interested in doing
more of that. I’m also doing an interview show called the
Magic Hour - it’s a podcast on XRAY FM, Thursdays at 12:30
pm, you can access on my website, anthonyalvarado.net.

G: What would be some suggestions you could give to
help people make their lives more magical?
A: Well, the age that we live in is all about rationality and
the scientific worldview. And magic is about listening
to your dreams and introspection. We imagine that we
humans are very logical beings, but we’re not. So what we
need to do is dance with that other energy and use it, and
part of that is being aware of how you shift your modality.
So a lot of the techniques in “DIY Magic” are actually
techniques for shifting your modality of awareness. Practice
lucid dreaming, try psychedelics. Reading good books
will shift your ideas, your perception, and open new paths
in reality. Take time to be alone in a quiet place. Unplug
from the internet. Take a long walk at night by yourself, give
yourself time to let your thoughts bloom. These are things
that connect us to the spirit, where we can find strength, and
find a new and better message to rewrite our scripts.
G: Do you think Portland is a good place to be an author?
What is it about Portland that is able to generate artists?
A: There’s a vibrant scene. There’s a really strong poetry
scene. And zines too. The comics artists at Floating World
Comics. Seeing the energy from all that is inspiring. That
said, writing is a lone wolf activity, there’s something very
lonely about it. I like Portland because I can get energy
from all the other scenes, but writing is something you have
to work on your craft as an individual. There’s a kind of
camaraderie among artists here and that’s beautiful. You
write to communicate to as many people as possible, so
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Weekend of Innov
By Arete Caldwell

“A year ago, when we first established this program, we had
no idea what we were getting into. How could we?” began
Larry Levy, donor and namesake of the event he had been
asked to open for. A small but diverse crowd filled the room
before him. They sat on the floor, squeezed into already full
couches and chairs, and leaned against walls in the back
corners. All of them watched Levy intently, eager for the
event to begin - eager to learn.
The Levy Weekend of Innovative Learning is certainly an
event like no other. Presented by the Judaic Studies department of Portland State University, the Levy Event is a three
days “feast of visual, auditory, and intellectual stimulation,”
as put by Patricia Schechter, interim chair of the Harold
Schnitzer Family Program in Judaic Studies. Iit is centered
around local artists who draw from the past in order to link
scholarly thought and tradition with the modernism of the
present. It’s a way to teach the community without having
professors “yammering to a captive audience,” said Michael
R. Weingrad, a professor of Judaic Studies. Not only was he
the first lecturer of this year, but he helped come up with the
original idea for an annual weekend of innovative learning.
“Professor Weingrad...six or eight years ago, mentioned his
desire for funds for programming in response to a question
about his wish list for Judaic Studies.,” said Levy. “ At the time,
I was thinking about what I might do for the then fledgling department and for the university. I carried the thought
around and finally figured a way to make it happen currently and for the future as well.”
This gift, the Judaic Studies Program Fund, was established in 2014. When Levys presented it to the department,
they asked for ideas on how to put it to use.
“I have always been inspired by Larry and Pam [Levy]’s interest both in PSU students and in their own learning expe-
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riences,” said Weingrad.
The topic this year was “Edges of Identity: Jews, Punk, and
Poetry.” When asked why this theme was chosen, Schechter
replied, This theme was chosen because “The way we know
ourselves, our families, our communities has to do with
where we begin and end,” Schecter said, “at the borders
is where we translate, exchange, bring in, and sometimes
exclude...That’s where our seams and stitches and even our
fraying shows up.”
In a talk entitled “The Return of the Golem: Monsters and
Saviors in Recent Sci-Fi/Fantasy,” Professor Weingrad taught
the room about the magically created, earthen companions.
He discussed the Golem not only as it related to Jewish cultures and traditions, but how it was portrayed in television
shows, video games, comic books. These portrayals depict
how the Jewish people are often perceived as being “lumbering, ungainly, hopelessly literal, and earthbound.” This
identity as something less than human is one that mainstream culture often assigns to them.
On Sunday, Sarah Dougher, adjunct assistant professor
of Women, Gender, and Sexuality studies, in “Edges Sound
the Center: Contextualizing Feminist Punk,” revealed that the
aforementioned music genre was founded out of a lack of
representation in other genres. Punk gathered “disenfranchised people of all kinds.” Dougher played”Land” by Patty
Smith, “No Sides to Fall In” by the Raincoats, and “Survive by
Bags, each song speaking of the rebellion and freedom that
can be obtained through song and dance. “Poetry makes
you powerful,” Dougher emphasized.
After the audience had finished the brunch accompanying her presentation, they trickled down into the auditorium
on the first floor of Lincoln Hall, where Alicia Jo Rabins started the performance section of the weekend with poetry and

novative Learning
songs. Using a loop pedal, a violin, a guitar, and her own
voice, Rabins sang the stories of the women of the Torah. Her
poetry covered topics ranging from Jonah and mana falling
in the desert, to lying on the ground because “on the office
floor there is nothing/to be a professor of.”
Then came three readings from PSU students from papers
they had written in Rabins’ class. First was Tavi Gupta, who
talked about Jewish betrothal rings, which were rings made
during the seventh and eighth centuries that were shaped
like temples, homes, and palaces. Due to persecution from
Christian guilds at that time, these rings, along with any
source material on them, have all but disappeared. Then
came Elizabeth English, who told of making her own chuppah. A chuppah is a canopy that a Jewish couple would
stand under during their wedding. Although, like many objects in Jewish tradition, it is inherently heteronormative and
gendered, English has been using imagery and words that
have been reclaimed by the LGBT+ community to make a
chuppah that she might one day use at her own wedding.
Lastly, Lis Campos Abreau spoke about moving to America
from Cuba. With fair skin and light hair, Abreau did not meet
the expectations of how a Cuban “should” look. In Cuba, she
never had to ask “Who am I?,” but here she did. And she
discovered that answer through dance.
At long last, it was time for Golem, the headliner of the
weekend. Based in New York City, Golem started by playing
klezmer music and contemporizing them. “Eventually, we
internalized the [Klezmer-rock] style enough to start composing our own songs,” said Annette Ezekiel Kogan, vocalist
and accordion player.
They appeal to a much wider audience than just the Jewish community, however; they played one of their favorite
shows in Mexico City, where the majority of the population
is Catholic. None of them were raised speaking Yiddish, although that’s what many of their songs are sung in. They
credit this to a longing to reconnect with their roots and to
learn about their heritage. “The children go away and the
grandchildren come back,” quoted Kogan, an old saying
that seemed to fit the band.
The weekend was closed by Shoshana Gugenheim. She

linked the event back to Torah by reminding the audience
of King David; he was an original punk and a poet, writing
psalms and challenging giants. She described what life is
like for Jewish Americans; about the need to shape one’s
Jewish identity and create a culture of belonging, and how
this can be seen as portrayed in a Golem, which can also
be shaped and created. She even touched on the fact that
religious freedom is not always offered to Jewish women in
Israel. She concluded with this hope: that “one day these
identities will not be on the edges, but right smack-dab in
the middle.”
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Comics by:

“No one really understood it, but the Johannson family wore only black shoes.”
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See you soon
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